Chap 1 How to Prepare for Pilot Recruiting
Specific mandatory military entry requirements covering such topics as medical, security, fitness, age,
citizenship, education levels and past achievements to name a few. The essentials that you need to even
be considered for selection. We also cover entry options, combat survival, aviation medicine training
and recognition of previous flying experience.	
  

	
  

Chap 2 Military Pilot Aptitude Testing
A thorough step-by step breakdown of what to expect during the recruiting process and heaps of tips on
how to make sure you get the job. We have listed many example questions from actual aptitude tests,
psychology testing including some tips on Flight Screening, the Officer Selection board and loads of
possible interview board questions.
Chap 3 Preparation Before Pilot’s Course
What you can do now to be ready for the rigours of a Military Pilot’s Course.
Chap 4 Military Pilot’s Course Synopsis
How the course runs, how you are assessed and what to expect in your typical day.
Chap 5 Basic Flying Training Program
Breakdown of the basic element of the Military Pilot’s Course including mission content and hours
flown in each sequence and a summary of a typical basic military piston engine trainer parameters.
Chap 6 Advanced Flying Training Program
Breakdown of the advanced element of the Military Pilot’s Course including mission and syllabus
content, conversion, advanced and applied phases and hours flown in each sequence and a summary of
a typical advanced military turboprop trainer parameters.
Chap 7 Pilot Study Techniques
School ‘cram and dump’ study techniques will not work here. We give you the scoop on how to study
and to exceed the standard for the academic and practical element of a Military Pilot’s Course. This
includes an analysis of the publications used, slam book and muscle memory techniques. Essential
reading!
Chap 8 Flying the Sortie (FREE CHAPTER)
Based on actual cockpit transcripts, this chapter gives you some of the actual ‘tools’ you will need to
pass the course as used and taught by Military Flying Instructors. It includes mission briefings,
airborne military instructional techniques for various phases of flight including instrument, formation
and navigation and aerobatics.
Chap 9 Putting it All Together
Some motherly tips on how to conduct yourself on course including how to deal with stress, motivation
variations, airsickness, G forces and experiential learning techniques.
Chap 10 A Pilot’s Life
How postings and aircraft conversions are achieved after achieving your wings and a snapshot of life in
the Squadrons broken down into aircraft types.
Chap 11 Post Military – Your Options
Few people stay in the Military their whole working life. This chapter contains ideas to help you
prepare for what comes after a stellar Military career.
Chap 12 Frequently Asked Questions
Ranging from ‘What subjects should I study at school?’ to ‘Can I change aircraft types throughout my
career?’ There are a myriad of questions you may have and this is a good place to start.

	
  

